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1 Introduction 

Target process of production geolocation data delivery to production SENT GEO module data 

interface will covers following phases: 

 
 

 External Localisation System (ELS) service Operator (or simple ELS Operator or in 

polish language ZSL) register yourself on PUESC (for production environment 

https://puesc.gov.pl  and for testing environment https://test.puesc.gov.pl/), 

 registration of geolocation data delivery service by ELS service Operator in SENT on 

PUESC with SENT 460 XML document or SENT 460 form, 

 registered ZSL service Operator provides to Carrier information necessary to start the 

process of data transfer. 

 Carrier register his geolocation devices (which will be used to provide geolocation data 

to SENT GEO module) in SENT on PUESC (SENT 470): 

 Carrier provides registered geolocation  technical  device identifier to registered ZSL 

service Operator – this lets registered ZSL service Operator to know which geolocation 

data of which geolocation devices should be delivered to SENT GEO module, 

 registered ZSL service Operator starts to delivery geolocation data for Carrier selected 

geolocation devices to SENT GEO module data interface. 
 

Collecting location data by ZSL operators should occur each time one of the following criteria 

occurs: 

1) maximum after traveling 1 km or after 1 minute depending on which event occurs later, 

but not less than every 5 minutes; 

2) when the azimuth of the vehicle's direction is changed by an amount equal to or greater 

than 40 degrees; 

3) at a standstill of the means of transport, with the engine running, every 5 minutes; 

4) before turning off the engine, indicating where the vehicle stopped for a longer break 

resulting from regulations related to the driver's working time and after switching on the 

engine, thus indicating the end of the break. 

 

Location data meeting the above conditions should be transferred from the location device to 

the SENT GEO module with a delay of no more than 1 minute. Location data collected by the 

location device can be buffered by ZSL operators, and then in a cycle of not more than 1 minute 

sent in packets to the SENT GEO module, with a restriction on the size, which is 500 KB and 

the number of minimum positions 1, and the maximum of 500 Data that exceeds 500 KB and / 

or 500 items should be divided into the appropriate number of packages. The data within the 

package can come from different devices and meet the various criteria defined above. 

 

Examples to criterion 1: 

1) 30 km / h - later there is a criterion of 1 km - 1 km traveled, sample sent after 2 minutes, 

https://puesc.gov.pl/
https://test.puesc.gov.pl/
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2) 60 km / h - criterion of 1 km and 1 min occurs at the same moment - 1 km traveled, sample 

sent after 1 min, 

3) 90 km / h - later there is a criterion of 1 minute - 1.5 km traveled, sample sent after 1 

minute, 

4) 120 km / h - later there is a criterion of 1 minute - 2 km traveled, sample sent after 1 min. 

 

Until 31 December 2018, the following applies: scheme JSON 

sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_5.json. 

However, from 1 January 2019, the following scheme applies: JSON 

sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_6.json. 

 

Failure to comply with the above rules will result in the carriers failing to fulfill their 

obligations under Art. 10a of the Act on the system of monitoring road and rail 

transport of goods. 

 

The transmitted data will be verified in terms of meeting the above criteria. If they are found 

to be exceeded, the ZSL Operators will be periodically informed of the irregularities found to 

remove them. 

 
Since January 1st, we kindly remind that the new schema (sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_6.json) 
took effect to validate data transmitted through External Localization System (ZSL). In the schema, 
below fields are required: 

1. lat (latitude) 
2. lon (longitude) 
3. tsp (date and time of a sample) 
4. dev (technical ID of a device) 
5. brg (azimuth/bearing in degrees) 
6. acc (accuracy in meters) 
7. spd (speed in meters per second) 

Since February 1st, transmitting data incompatible to the schema 
sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_6.json will have the effect of rejection the transmitted data. 

We kindly please to immediate adjustment to implemented amendments. Attention should be paid to 
often mistakes in transmitting data: 

1. ‘dev' filed – transmitting device number (Znn-xxnnxx-n) instead of device technical ID. 
2. ‘dev' field – transmitting different device number than the registered through SENT_47x (e.g. 

case sensitive, adding prefix or suffix). 
3. ‘lat' field - transmitting data outside of Poland. Data which fall outside the scope of 49.0 - 

54.835778 should not be transmitted. 
4. ‘lon' field – transmitting data outside of Poland. Data which fall outside the scope of 14.116667 

- 24.15 should not be transmitted. 
5. ‘tsp' field - transmitting data from the future which are the result of incorrect implementation 

of a time zone (timestamp shall specify the UTC time). 
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6. ‘lat' & ‘lon' field – too high accuracy. 10 decimal places are permitted. 
7. ‘spd' field – data in this field should be transmitted in meters per second. 
8. ‘id' field- transmitting static value in ‘id' field. This field is a record ID so it should contains 

unique data. It could be a key field of your gps data table. This field is not required. 
In case of 1) and 2) transmitting incorrect data does not give an error feedback as a result, according 
to the findings, External Localization System (ZSL) should transmit data of all vehicles, even those not 
registered. Since February 1st transmitting that kind of data results in add a warning to a feedback. 
I case of 2), in order to minimize number of mistakes during transmitting data, since February 1st, case 
sensitive will not be considered in ‘dev' field. 
I case of 3), 4), 6) and 7) transmitting that kind of data result in error 400. If a data package will contain 
more than one record, occurrence of at least one incorrect record results in rejection of the whole 
package and need of renewed transmission of the package without incorrect records. 
In case of 5) data will be accepted. Since February 1st that kind of data result in a feedback which 
contains a warning. In future that kind of data will be rejected. 
W case of 8) data will be accepted. 

In order to validation of data transmission, we kindly please to use the test interface. Test interface 
can be registered through https://test.puesc.gov.pl/ page. Currently, test interface operates in 
accordance with the schema sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_6.json and additional warnings are 
added to a feedback. 

 
 

2 Registration of the location data transmission service by the 

Operator of the ZSL on behalf of (in favor of) the Carrier in SENT on 

PUESC (SENT 460)  

 

This phase consists of the following steps: 
 

a.           Operator provides: 

i. server’s IPv4 addresses of these servers which will provide geolocation 

data delivery to SENT GEO module within registered ZSL service, 

ii. SSL/TLS certificate request for clients (one SSL/TLS client certificate for 

all) which will provide geolocation data delivery to SENT GEO module, 

iii. contact date (e-mail address and phone number) which will be used by 

Operator server’s administrator for technical help or contact, 

b. Operator receives: 

i. the number of the ZSL service for registered geolocation data delivery 

ZSL service (registered service, registered ZSL service), 

ii. authorization password assigned to the ZSL service for operations 

performed by the Service Provider, 

https://test.puesc.gov.pl/web/puesc/sent-zsl-geo
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iii. Carrier start password for Carrier which lets Carrier to register his 

geolocation  devices (devices which delivery these geolocation data to 

Operator ZSL and next via Operator ZSL to SENT GEO module), 

Operator have to provide Carrier authentication password to Carrier, 

iv. service related SENT GEO module data interface URL address 

provided by SENT GEO module exclusively for registered geolocation 

data delivery service, ZSL will send geolocation data to this SENT 

GEO module data interface URL address within registered service, 

v. client  SSL/TLS certificate which has been used by ZSL Operator for 

data delivery authentication; 
 

Note I: ZSL Operator becomes registered ZSL service Operator. 

 

Note III: ZSL Operator register one geolocation data delivery service for one client 

(Carrier), or one service to support many Carriers. The ZSL operator can register 

any number of ZSL services. 

 

Note III: If it is in need (e.g. client certificate has been lost, client certificate password 

has been compromised, client certificate expired, and so on), client certificate could 

be renewed with new SSL/TL certificate request (SENT 463). 

 

Note IV: Non-updated attributes of the registered service remain the same and are 

returned by PUESC in SENT 461 (Service registration confirmation message 

External Service Systems (ZSL) - the message is intended only for the ZSL Service 

Operator) despite the fact that they have not changed. Therefore, the certificates 

returned when adding / changing / editing IP numbers are the same as those that the 

operator received previously when registering the service and do not need to replace 

them with those returned to that SENT 461. 

 

Note V: Information on returning the current value of all attributes of the registered 

ZSL service by PUESC in SENT 461 (Service registration confirmation message 

External Service Systems (ZSL) - message is intended only for the ZSL service 

operator) when updating at least one attribute using SENT 463 (Service Edit 

message ZSL Operator - for the needs of the SENT-GEO service). 

 

3 Information provided by the ZSL Operator to the Carrier  

The ZSL operator provides the following information to the Carrier: 

 

a. registered ZSL Operator the number of the ZSL service, 

b. Carrier start password which lets Carrier to register his geolocation devices; 
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Note: After the Carrier has registered GPS devices connected to the ZSL service 

(SENT 470), the SENT system generates a new authorization password for the Carrier 

for operations performed by the GPS device manager.  

 

4 Registration by the Carrier GPS devices used to register the current 

location of carriage in SENT on PUESC (SENT 470):  

Carrier register his geolocation devices (which will be used to provide geolocation data to 

SENT GEO module) in SENT on PUESC (SENT 470): 

 

The registration by the Carrier of geolocation devices in SENT includes the following steps. 

 

 

a. Technical identifiers of carrier location devices related to the ZSL service (maximum of 

100 items in one SENT 470 XML message or SENT 470 form). If there is a need to add 

more technical identifiers, the Carrier does this by means of the SENT 473 XML message 

or the SENT 473 form (maximum 100 technical identifiers). The Carrier can send any 

number of XML SENT messages 473 or SENT 473 forms.  

 

Note: the technical identifier of the geolocation device is usually hardware id and it is 

stored in geolocation device memory or hardcoded in electronic chip. You could ask 

your ZSL service Operator about technical ids of geolocation devices mounted in your 

vehicles. 

 

Note: the technical identifier of the GPS device has to be included in geolocation data 

delivered by ZSL service Operator to SENT GEO module.    

 

b. Carrier receives from SENT on PUESC geolocation GPS device number which will be 

used by Carrier to register SENT carriage in SENT on PUESC, 

 

Note: One GPS device number is provided for one  the technical identifier of the GPS 

device. 
 

5 Transmission by the Carrier of the ZSL Operator of the list of the 

technical identifiers of registered location devices  

Carrier provides registered the technical identifier of the GPS device to registered ZSL service 

Operator – this lets registered ZSL service Operator to know which geolocation data of which 

GPS devices should be delivered to SENT GEO module. 
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6 Transmission of location data by the ZSL Operator to SENT GEO from 

devices indicated by the Carrier 

Registered ZSL service Operator starts to delivery geolocation data for Carrier selected  

geolocation devices (see phase 4) to SENT GEO module data interface, geolocation data are 

delivered with: 

 

a. the URL address provided by SENT during ZSL service registration (2.b.iv), 

 

b. HTTPS protocol and SSL/TLS client certificate authorisation, registered ZSL 

service Operator uses SSL/TLS client certificate  provided by SENT during 

ZSL service registration or the renewed on (2.b.v), 

 

c. REST mechanism and HTTP POST method, send geolocation data as JSON 

data structures which are compatible with provided current JSON schema.  

 

Before start of production geolocation data delivery to production SENT GEO module data 

interface, our team (SENT GEO team) provides access to test SENT GEO module data interface 

(test SENT GEO data interface), which will require additional steps provided by you (Carrier), 

your ZSL Operator and our team. 
 

7 Sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_5.json 

By the end of 2018, the JSON scheme (sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_5.json) applies. The 

limit on the size of the transmitted packet is 1 MB. The minimum number of vehicle data entries 

in the JSON table is 1, and the maximum number is of 500. 

 

The following changes have been made to the sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_4.json version: 

 increasing the character limit for the dev attribute (identifier of the locator) to 50, 

 change of the minimum limit to -1000 and the maximum to 4000 for the optional alt 

attribute (height), 

 adding null data support for optional attributes, 

 an explicitly defined limit of 500 items in the data table, 

 explicitly defined ban on sending attributes not entered in the schema, 

 the limit of the package size in the amount of 1 MB entered in the comment; 

 

 

The sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_5.json scheme does not require the presence of all 

attributes entered in the Act ("brg", "dev", "lat", "lon", "spd", "acc", "tsp"). 

 

The following is an example of JSON (sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_5.json): 
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[ 
  { 
    "id": "1", 
    "dev": "3535A058060495422C7934", 
    "lat": 52.17237393, 
    "lon": 21.1941930753, 
    "tsp": 1539186656000000, 
  }, 
  { 
    "id": "2", 
    "dev": "35A058060495422C7947", 
    "lat": 51.17237393, 
    "lon": 20.1941930753, 
    "tsp": 1539186676000000, 
  } 
] 

The data is transferred in the form of a JSON table, in which individual elements are JSON 

objects containing individual waypoints. The description of individual fields, the rules for 

validation and information about field maturity in Schema _ v_0_ 5 is presented in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Schema_v_0_5 

Name Description Validation rule Required 

id The unique identifier of the 
record in the source system, 
the variable used for 
verification purposes during 
the testing period. 

"type": "string", 
 minLength": 1,"maxLength": 36, 
 "examples": ["1", "1960472"] 

No 

dev Unique identifier of the 
locator, maximum length of 50 
characters allowed. 

"type": "string", "minLength": 1, 
"maxLength": 50,  
"examples": ["00000000000B1", 
"35A058060495422C7934"] 

Yes 

lat Latitude taken from the GPS 
transmitter, WGS reference 
system 84, recommended 
minimum number of decimal 
places: 6, maximum number of 
decimal places allowed: 10. 
The limits of assumed extreme 
coordinates: 49.0 N and 
54.835778 N are adequately 
reduced or increased by 1 
degree. 

"type": "number","minimum": 48.0, 
"maximum": 55.835778, 
 "multipleOf": 0.0000000001, 
 "examples": [52.0375868826, 52.172644] 

Yes 

lon Longitude taken from the GPS 
transmitter, WGS reference 

type": "number","minimum": 13.116667, 
 "maximum": 25.15, 

Yes 
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system 84, recommended 
minimum number of decimal 
places: 6, maximum number of 
decimal places allowed: 10. 
The limits of the assumed 
outer coordinates: 14.116667 
E and 24.15 E are adequately 
reduced or increased by 1 
degree. 

  "multipleOf":  0.0000000001, 
  "examples": [21.1956136, 20.026094] 

alt Ellipsoidal height taken from 
the GPS transmitter, unit [m], 
maximum number of decimal 
places allowed: 2. 

"type": ["number", "null"], 
  "minimum": -1000.0,"maximum": 4000.0, 
 "multipleOf": 0.01, 
"examples": [10.0, 200.02] 

No 

tsp Timestamp includes date and 
time taken from the GPS 
transmitter, associated with 
the geographical position of 
the record, UTC time zone, 
SENT GEO timestamp is similar 
to Epoch / Unix Timestamp, 
but given to the microsecond 
(16 digits), this is the number 
of microseconds that have 
passed since 00:00:00 
Coordinated Universal Time 
(UTC), Thursday, 1 January 
1970, the minimum value 
indicates 2017.09.20 00:00:00 
UTC, integer. 

type": "integer", "minimum": 
1505865600000000, "examples": 
[1506086623000000, 1511273867317000] 

Yes 

spd Movement speed taken from 
the GPS transmitter - unit 
[m/s], maximum number of 
decimal places allowed: 2, 
maximum allowed speed: 
56.00 [m/s]. 

"type": ["number", "null"],"minimum": 0.0,  
"maximum": 56.0, "multipleOf": 0.01, 
 "examples": [3.21, 20.0] 

No 

acc Location accuracy taken from 
the GPS transmitter - circle 
radius in meters, maximum 
number of decimal places 
allowed: 2. 

"type": ["number", "null"],  "minimum": 0.0, 
   "multipleOf": 0.01, 
 "examples": [10.14, 30.0] 

No 

brg Azimuth - unit [grade], 
maximum number of decimal 
places allowed: 2. 

"type": ["number", "null"], 
"minimum": 0.0, 
 "maximum": 360.0, 
 "multipleOf": 0.01, 
"examples": [40.14, 230.0] 

No 
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8 Sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_6.json 

From January 1, 2019, the JSON scheme (sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_6.json) applies. 

The limit on the size of the transmitted packet is 500 KB. The minimum number of vehicle data 

entries in the JSON table is 1, and the maximum number is of 500. 

 

The following changes have been made to the sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_5.json scheme: 

 the requirement of all attributes entered in the Act ("brg", "dev", "lat", "lon", "spd", 

"acc", "tsp"), 

 pattern for verification of the dev attribute (device) in the form "^ [a-zA-Z0-9 \\ -_] 

{1,50} $", the pattern allows to enter uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers, dash-

minus characters "- "And underlining" _ "; 

 reduced limit of the size of the transmitted packet to 500 KB. 

 

 

The following is an example of JSON (sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_6.json): 
[ 
  { 
    "id": "1", 
    "dev": "3520-080-9143_6268", 
    "lat": 52.17237393, 
    "lon": 21.1941930753, 
    "tsp": 1539186656000000, 
    "alt": 108.96, 
    "acc": 24.0, 
    "brg": 1.0, 
    "spd": 1.0 
  }, 
  { 
    "id": "2", 
    "dev": "3520-080-9143_6267", 
    "lat": 51.17237393, 
    "lon": 20.1941930753, 
    "tsp": 1539186676000000, 
    "alt": 8.96, 
    "acc": 2.0, 
    "brg": 360.0, 
    "spd": 10.0 
  } 
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] 

 

The data is transferred in the form of a JSON table, in which individual elements are JSON 

objects containing individual waypoints. The description of individual fields, the rules for 

validation and information about field maturity in Schema _ v_0_6 is presented in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Schema_v_0_6 

Name Description Validation rule Required 

id The unique identifier of the record 
in the source system, the variable 
used for verification purposes 
during the testing period. 

"type": "string", 
 minLength": 1,"maxLength": 32, 
 "examples": ["1", "1960472"] 

No 

dev The unique identifier of the locator, 
the maximum length of 50 
characters is allowed, small and 
uppercase Latin letters are allowed 
from the ranges (a-z) and (A-Z), 
digits (0-9), hyphen-minus (-),  
underscore) (_), which are a subset 
of the ASCI characters (American 
Standard Code for Information 
Interchange). 

"type": "string", "minLength": 1, 
"maxLength": 50, 
"pattern": "^[a-zA-Z0-9\\-_]{1,50}$", 
 "examples": ["00000000000B1", 
"35A058060495422C7934"] 

Yes 

lat Latitude taken from the GPS 
transmitter, WGS reference system 
84, recommended minimum 
number of decimal places: 6, 
maximum number of decimal places 
allowed: 10. The limits of assumed 
extreme coordinates: 49.0 N and 
54.835778 N. 

"type": "number","minimum": 48.0, 
"maximum": 55.835778, 
 "multipleOf": 0.0000000001, 
 "examples": [52.0375868826, 
52.172644] 

Yes 

lon Longitude taken from the GPS 
transmitter, WGS reference system 
84, recommended minimum 
number of decimal places: 6, 
maximum number of decimal places 
allowed: 10. The limits of the 
assumed outer coordinates: 
14.116667 E and 24.15 E. 

type": "number","minimum": 
13.116667, 
 "maximum": 25.15, 
  "multipleOf":  0.0000000001, 
  "examples": [21.1956136, 
20.026094] 

Yes 

alt Ellipsoidal height taken from the 
GPS transmitter, unit [m], maximum 
number of decimal places allowed: 
2. 

"type": ["number", "null"], 
  "minimum": -1000.0, 
"maximum": 4000.0, 
 "multipleOf": 0.01, 
"examples": [10.0, 200.02] 

No 
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tsp Timestamp includes date and time 
taken from the GPS transmitter, 
associated with the geographical 
position of the record, UTC time 
zone, SENT GEO timestamp is similar 
to Epoch / Unix Timestamp, but 
given to the microsecond (16 digits), 
this is the number of microseconds 
that have passed since 00:00:00 
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), 
Thursday, 1 January 1970, the 
minimum value indicates 
2017.09.20 00:00:00 UTC, integer. 

type": "integer", "minimum": 
1505865600000000, "examples": 
[1506086623000000, 
1511273867317000] 

Yes 

spd Movement speed taken from the 
GPS transmitter - unit [m/s], 
maximum number of decimal places 
allowed: 2, maximum allowed 
speed: 56.00 [m/s]. 

"type": "number", "minimum": 0.0,  
"maximum": 56.0, "multipleOf": 0.01, 
 "examples": [3.21, 20.0] 

Yes 

acc Location accuracy taken from the 
GPS transmitter - circle radius in 
meters, maximum number of 
decimal places allowed: 2. 

"type": "number", 
  "minimum": 0.0, 
   "multipleOf": 0.01, 
 "examples": [10.14, 30.0] 

Yes 

brg Azimuth - unit [grade], maximum 
number of decimal places allowed: 
2. 

"type": "number", 
"minimum": 0.0, 
 "maximum": 360.0, 
 "multipleOf": 0.01, 
"examples": [40.14, 230.0] 

Yes 

 

9 Sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_61.json 

From April 1, 2019, issue 0.61 of the JSON scheme (sgdi_rest_request_schema_v_0_61.json) 

applies. 

 

The introduced changes concern the rejection of data whose coordinates are from outside of 

Poland. Rules presents Table 3. 
 
Table 3 Rules for rejecting data from outside Poland 

Rule code Rule Comments 

B-W06 if lon < 14.116667 Data rejection when the longitude is less than 
14.116667. Refers to the western border. 

B-S06 if lat <49.0 Data rejection when latitude is less than 49.0. It concerns 
the southern border. 
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B-E06 if lon>24.15 Rejection of data when the longitude is less than 24.15 
applies to the eastern border 

B-N06 if lat > 54.835778 Data rejection when the latitude is greater than 
54.835778. Refers to the northern border. 

L-SSW-CZ If the geographical 
coordinates meet the 
condition: 
54.9 - lat - 0.3 * lon > 0 

Data rejection in the south-west. 
It applies to the border with the Czech Republic. 

L-ESE-UA If the geographical 
coordinates meet the 
condition: 
1.25 * lon + 20.375 - lat > 0 

Data rejection in the south-east. 
Applies to the border with Ukraine. 

S-NE-RU If the geographical 
coordinates meet the 
condition: 
lon > 19 AND lat > 54.5 

Rejection on data in the north-east. Applies to the 
border with the Russian Federation.  

 
The data is transferred in the form of a JSON table, in which individual elements are JSON objects 
containing individual waypoints. The description of individual fields, validation rules and field 
information in Schema _v_0_61 presents Table 4. 
 
Table 4. Schema_v_0_61 

Name Description Validation rule Required 

id The unique identifier of the record 
in the source system, the variable 
used for verification purposes 
during the testing period. 

"type": "string", 
 minLength": 1,"maxLength": 32, 
 "examples": ["1", "1960472"] 

No 

dev The unique identifier of the locator, 
the maximum length of 50 
characters is allowed, small and 
uppercase Latin letters are allowed 
from the ranges (a-z) and (A-Z), 
digits (0-9), hyphen-minus (-),  
underscore) (_), which are a subset 
of the ASCI characters (American 
Standard Code for Information 
Interchange). The size of letters is 
not distinguished. 

"type": "string", "minLength": 1, 
"maxLength": 50, 
"pattern": "^[a-zA-Z0-9\\-_]{1,50}$", 
 "examples": ["00000000000B1", 
"35A058060495422C7934"] 

Yes 

lat Latitude taken from the GPS 
transmitter, WGS reference system 
84, recommended minimum 
number of decimal places: 6, 

"type": "number","minimum": -90.0, 
"maximum": 90.0, 
 "multipleOf": 0.0000000001, 
 "examples": [52.0375868826, 
52.172644] 
 

Yes 
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maximum number of decimal places 
allowed: 10.  

Rules for rejecting data from outside 
Poland 

lon Longitude taken from the GPS 
transmitter, WGS reference system 
84, recommended minimum 
number of decimal places: 6, 
maximum number of decimal places 
allowed: 10.  

type": "number","minimum": -180.0, 
 "maximum": 180.0, 
  "multipleOf":  0.0000000001, 
  "examples": [21.1956136, 
20.026094] 
 
Rules for rejecting data from outside 
Poland 

Yes 

alt Ellipsoidal height taken from the 
GPS transmitter, unit [m], maximum 
number of decimal places allowed: 
2. 

"type": ["number", "null"], 
  "minimum": -1000.0, 
"maximum": 4000.0, 
 "multipleOf": 0.01, 
"examples": [10.0, 200.02] 

No 

tsp Timestamp includes date and time 
taken from the GPS transmitter, 
associated with the geographical 
position of the record, UTC time 
zone, SENT GEO timestamp is similar 
to Epoch / Unix Timestamp, but 
given to the microsecond (16 digits), 
this is the number of microseconds 
that have passed since 00:00:00 
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), 
Thursday, 1 January 1970, the 
minimum value indicates 
2017.09.20 00:00:00 UTC, integer. 

type": "integer", "minimum": 
1505865600000000, "examples": 
[1506086623000000, 
1511273867317000] 

Yes 

spd Movement speed taken from the 
GPS transmitter - unit [m/s], 
maximum number of decimal places 
allowed: 2, maximum allowed 
speed: 56.00 [m/s]. 

"type": "number", "minimum": 0.0,  
"maximum": 56.0, "multipleOf": 0.01, 
 "examples": [3.21, 20.0] 

Yes 

acc Location accuracy taken from the 
GPS transmitter - circle radius in 
meters, maximum number of 
decimal places allowed: 2. 

"type": "number", 
  "minimum": 0.0, 
   "multipleOf": 0.01, 
 "examples": [10.14, 30.0] 

Yes 

brg Azimuth - unit [grade], maximum 
number of decimal places allowed: 
2. 

"type": "number", 
"minimum": 0.0, 
 "maximum": 360.0, 
 "multipleOf": 0.01, 
"examples": [40.14, 230.0] 

Yes 
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10 Method of data transfer 

Data for the SENT GEO data interface is transmitted using the REST mechanism using HTTPS 

and the HTTP POST method. Transmitted data should be included in the JSON structure in 

accordance with the JSON scheme constituting an attachment to this document. Each data 

sample collected during a single measurement that contains data (geographical coordinates of 

the means of transport - latitude and longitude, vehicle speed, azimuth of the transport mode, 

satellite data transmission error - location accuracy, ellipsoidal height) collected at the same 

time (date and time of acquisition coordinates - a time stamp containing the date and time) is 

passed as a single JSON object. In order to limit the number of transferred data packets, data 

from one vehicle or from different vehicles stored within a JSON object is sent as elements of 

the JSON table that creates a single data packet. A single JSON table can contain from 1 

(verbally one) to 500 (in words five hundred) JSON objects. The maximum allowable size of a 

single packet in bytes is 1 MB (say one Mega Byte). 

11 Security of transmitted data 

Currently, data transmission to the SENT GEO interface is carried out only with the use of 

certificates. The security set includes a dedicated URL interface + access restriction for 

indicated IP + SSL / TLS + authorizations using the SSL / TLS client certificate. 

12 Validation of data – duties on the part of ZSL Operator 

The operator is required to validate the data packet using the currently valid JSON scheme 

before proceeding with its transmission to the SENT GEO data interface. Validation should be 

carried out using software that supports validation based on schemas in accordance with the 

version of the JSON Schema specification given in the currently binding JSON Schema of the 

SENT GEO data interface. The currently valid JSON diagram of the SENT GEO data interface 

is in agreement with the Schema JSON Draft-06 specification (http://json-schema.org/draft-

06/schema#) 

13 Data validation – list of messages 

Regarding data validation, the basic rule is that any unrecognized packet should be re-sent 

unless it conflicts with JSON Schema, then it should be corrected (if possible) and re-sent 

(packets) irreplaceable should be omitted). This should be done in accordance with the HTTP 

code provided (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_HTTP_status_codes).  

 

Table 5 contains the most common messages in the data validation process. 

 

 

 

http://json-schema.org/draft-06/schema
http://json-schema.org/draft-06/schema
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_HTTP_status_codes
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Table 5. List of frequently appearing messages 

Message Rule/Warning Operator action 

HTTP 200 
JSON: 

{"result": "OK"} 

confirmation of correct validation of the sent 
JSON package 

Not required. 

HTTP 200 
JSON: 

{"result": "OK"} 
with warning 

Verification of transmitted data. The data has 
been accepted by the system. 
Example: 
"warning":  
        { 
            "tsp": 1505865600000001, 
            "msg": "The timestamp value is from the 
past.", 
            "code": "tsp-past", 
            "dev": "A19-AZ37WW-0", 
            "now": 1546728686549000, 
            "action": "pass" 
        } 

Check the correctness of 
the transmitted data. 

HTTP 200 
JSON: 

{"result": "OK"} 
with warning 

Verification of transmitted data. The data was 
rejected by the system. 
Example: 
{ 
            "msg": "Unknown device. Expecting technical 
identifier, found someting similar to GPS device 
number.", 
            "code": "dev-not-tech", 
            "dev": "A19-AZ37WW-0", 
            "action": "drop" 
        }, 

 

Check the correctness of 
the transmitted data. 

HTTP 200 
JSON: 

{"result": "OK"} 
with warning 

Verification of transmitted data. The data was 
rejected by the system. 
Example: 
        { 
            "msg": "Unknown device.", 
            "code": "dev-unknown", 
            "dev": "identyfikator1", 
            "action": "drop" 
        }, 

Check the correctness of 
the transmitted data. 

HTTP 200 
JSON: 

{"result": "OK"} 
with warning 

Verification of transmitted data. The data has 
been accepted by the system. 
Example: 
{ 
            "tsp": 2505865600000002, 
            "msg": "The timestamp value is from the 
future.", 

Check the correctness of 
the transmitted data. 
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            "code": "tsp-future", 
            "dev": "1", 
            "now": 1546728686549000, 
            "action": "pass" 
        } 

 

HTTP 200 
JSON: 

{"result": "OK"} 
with warning 

Verification of transmitted data. The data was 
rejected by the system. 
Example: 
{ 

"msg":"The device is located outside of 
Poland.", 

"code":"not-pl", 
"reason":{ 

"rule":"lon < 14.116667", 
"lon":12.0, 
"id":"B-W06", 
lat":50.0 

}, 
"dev":"1234567890", 
"action":"drop" 

} 
 

Check the correctness of 
the transmitted data. 

SSL/TLS errors data was not provided The operator must check 
what happened. 

400 Bad 
Request 

the provided data packet does not conform to 
the current JSON scheme or does not meet any 
other requirements 

 

if the data package contains many geolocation 
packages then 

the operator must divide it 
into smaller packages and 
try to provide a split 
package. 

if any smaller packet generated an 
incompatibility error,  

the operator must separate 
it as a packet with one 
geolocation position. 

If the operator can correct the wrong location of 
the geolocation,  

he should do so and send 
the corrected geolocation 
position. 

if the operator is not able to correct the wrong 
geolocation or did it very late,  

then in this situation the 
geolocation location should 
be removed. 

incorrect geolocation location or lack of it. 
There are single incidents something is wrong - 
data is not provided. 

The operator should check 
what's happening. 
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incorrect geolocation location or lack of it. 
There are many erroneous geolocation 
positions or there is a lack,  

so such transport may not 
be monitored at all. Such 
cases will be punished from 
01/01/2019, the operator 
must check what is 
happening. 

if the package contains several measurement 
points,  

divide it into as many 
packages as there are 
messages and resend each 
packet. 

if one of the individual packages is rejected, 
 

it should be sent after 
correcting the error or 
omitting it. 

401 
Unauthorized –
–  

data was not provided The operator must check 
what happened. 

500 Internal 
Server Error -  
 

 The attempt should be 
repeated. The SENT GEO 
team must be informed of 
this case. 

501 Not 
Implemented –  
 
 

wrong http method The operator must go to the 
POST or PUT method and 
try again. 

503 Service 
Unavailable ––  

service unavailable The operator should repeat 
the attempt to provide data 
until effective. The SENT 
GEO team should be 
notified in this situation. 

 
ATTENTION: 
Result = OK informs that the data is correct in the syntactic sense (meet the schema). 
Each of the warnings is an independent result of the business rule. The action field determines what 
effect the given rule has on the data indicated in the warning. Rules with the "drop" action have a 
higher priority than those with the "pass" action. 
Drop rules occur in the case of: 
1) unregistered devices, 
2) data from outside Poland. 
In the case of these rules, this can be interpreted as the lack of a legal basis for processing the data 
indicated in the warning. 
The tsp-past rule indicates that a record has been obtained from the past for the device. 
 Action = pass indicates that this rule is informative and does not result in ignoring the data. 
The dev-unknown rule indicates that the device is not registered. Action = drop, on the other hand, 
indicates that this rule is a filter, so all data sent in the package will not be processed further. Often 
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the tsp-past rule is returned despite the data being rejected on the basis of another rule to inform that 
there is more than one problem with the data. In this case, it should be acknowledged that the devices 
in question were not delivered correctly to SENT GEO, as they relate to an unregistered GPS device, so 
the indicated location device can not be used to monitor the SENT transport. If the device you want to 
use is to be used to monitor the carriage, you must register it in the SENT_470 form. 

14 Information necessary to connect the ZSL to SENT GEO 

Currently, in order to connect the ZSL to SENT GEO, an advanced method based on 

certificates is used: 

 

a. based on the PUESC test portal forms (https://test.puesc.gov.pl/en/web/puesc/strona -

glowna). 

b. Is supported by both the SENT team and the SENT GEO team. 

c. The ZSL operator behaves in the same way as in the case of procedures on the production 

    portal (https://puesc.gov.pl/en/web/puesc/strona –glowna) only that using the SENT test  

   documents on the test portal. 

 

 

There are some technical details summary, which you should provide to your ZSL service 

Operator: 

 

A. both production and test SENT GEO data interfaces accept geolocation data which are 

delivered by HTTPS based REST-JSON mechanism with HTTP POST method; 

 

B. delivered data must be provided with JSON data structures which are compatible with 

provided  current JSON schema – SENT GEO data interface validate delivered data 

against mandatary JSON Schema and reject any incompatible data; 

 

C. JSON Schema lets to delivered data in data packages, every package can include up to 

500  geolocation positions for various geolocation devices or for the same geolocation 

device; 

 

In order to receive data from ZSL devices, the di.sent.itl.waw.pl server was dedicated to the 

production environment. However, for the test environment it is di-test.sent.itl.waw.pl. 

 

15 Application of certificates 

The ZSL operator connects to the portal https://test.puesc.gov.pl. I assume that he already has 

an account. If not then he must do it. The same rules apply to the portal https://puesc.gov.pl. 

Then the window shown in Fig. 1 appears. 

https://puesc.gov.pl/en/web/puesc/strona%20–glowna
https://test.puesc.gov.pl/
https://puesc.gov.pl/
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Fig. 1. The main window of the PUESC test portal 

 

 

In the Forms tab, select the SENT Forms (Formularze SENT) from the drop-down list. 

 

Another screen appears, which is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Screen with SENT forms 

In the right part of the screen, click on the SENT-GEO tab - SERVICES AND ZSL 

DEVICES - Instructions for registering ZSL services and GPS devices related to the ZSL 

services. Another window containing forms for ZSL is opened (Fig. 3). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Screen with forms for ZSL 
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The ZSL operator selects the SENT460 form (Fig. 4). 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Screen with the SENT460 form 
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The individual fields of the form must be completed correctly. In field 4, you must paste the 

CSR (Certificate Signing Request). 

 

CSR is generated based on your private key. You can use openssl (www.openssl.org). If the 

user already has a private key (e.g. private.key) then the command in the Linux environment 

has the following structure: 

• Openssl req -new -key private.key -out certificate.csr 

 

If the user does not have a private key, it can be generated, for example: 

 

• openssl genrsa -des3 -out tech-private.key 4096 

 

(4096 bits gives better security than a 2048 key) 

 

An example of a file containing a private key is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Example of a private key file 

 

In turn, an example of a file containing CSR is shown in Fig. 6. 

 

file:///C:/Users/eklimas/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/www.openssl.org
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Fig. 6. An example of  a file containing CRS 

More details can be found at: 

 

https://uk.godaddy.com/help/apache-generate-csr-certificate-signing-request-5269 

 

In field 7 of the SENT 460 form Return communication channels, check the checkbox next to 

E-mail and provide the e-mail address to which we will receive SENTA461. Of course, the 

SENT460 can not contain errors to be accepted by the system and finally the Save button 

should be pressed. An example of a SENT461 document is shown in Fig. 7. 
 

 

https://uk.godaddy.com/help/apache-generate-csr-certificate-signing-request-5269
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Fig. 7. An example SENT461 

 

In SENT461, the ZSL Operator receives a Client Certificate encoded in the base64 format. 

It should be decoded. Do not add the BEGIN / END CERTIFICATE line to it, you only need 

to use a tool that can decode the text encoded in Base64, e.g. 

 

• Notepad ++> Plug-ins> Mime Tools> Base64 Decode 

 

• openssl base64 -d -in file_with_certificate_from_sent_461.txt -out certificate.pem 

 

• Website https://www.base64decode.org/ 

 

• Certutil -decode file_with_certificate_from_sent_461.txt certificate.pem  

  (for Windows using the command line). 

 

An example of a certificate in base64 is shown in Fig. 8. 

 

https://www.base64decode.org/
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Fig. 8. Certificate encrypted in Base64 

An example of a certificate decoded in PEM (Privacy-Enhanced Mail) format is shown in Fig. 

9. 
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Fig. 9. An example of a decoded certificate 

After decoding, a file containing a maximum of three PEM certificates is obtained: 

• Customer certificate, 

• CA Certificate (Authorization Center) level 1, which issued the client's certificate, 

• CA certificate (Authorization Center) level 0, which issued a CA level 1 certificate. 
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Each certificate begins and ends with lines: 

----- BEGIN CERTIFICATE ----- 

----- END CERTIFICATE ----- 

 

The above lines indicate the beginning and end of individual certificates. 

 

The scope and manner of data usage, which are used to secure TLS communication, is 

different and depends on the system / application used by the entity. However, the typical 

requirements of SSL / TL tools / components include the use of the following elements 

during SSL authentication: 

 

• client certificate; 

• private key - which protects the possibility of using a client certificate only by the entity 

that is its administrator; 

• the certification chain / certificate chain that authenticates the client's certificate as a 

certificate issued by the appropriate CA and contains: 

  - CA certificate (Authorization Center) level 1, which issued the client's certificate, 

  - CA certificate (Authorization Center) level 0, which issued a CA level 1 certificate. 

 

In a Linux environment, the connection to the SENT GEO can be tested using the curl 

tool. The command sequence is shown below. Certificate.pem means the certificate 

obtained in SENT461, which was decoded from the base64 format to the PEM format. 

Whereas fd1.key means the private (decrypted) key used to generate CSR. 

 

curl -X PUT --cert ./certificate.pem --key ./fd1.key -H 'Content-Type: application / json' -

H 'cache-control: no-cache' -d '[{"id" : "1960472", "dev": "ALBS8_74718", "years": 

52.17264488, "lon": 21.1956136, "alt": 140.0, "tsp": 1505893301000000, "spd": 0.0, 

"acc": 15.17, " brg ": 0.0}, {" id ":" 1960473 "," dev ":" ALBS8_74718 "," years ": 

52.17264546," lon ": 21.195608," alt ": 138.0," tsp ": 1505896249000000," spd " : 10.0, 

"acc": 15.17, "brg": 0.0}] 'https://di-test.sent.itl.waw.pl:443/10000000-0001-1001-0001-

0000000000001 

 

Note 1: The address https://di-test.sent.itl.waw.pl:443/10000000-0001-1001-0001-

0000000000001 should be replaced with the received address in SENT461, it is about the 

content of the URL address of the SENT-GEO service dedicated to communication 

with the ZSL service. 

 

Note 2: X.509 certificate of the SSL / TLS client on the ZSL side 

 

The duties of the ZSL service operator include: 

1. obtaining the above certificate: 

 the first as a result of registering the ZSL service, 

https://di-test.sent.itl.waw.pl/10000000-0001-1001-0001-0000000000001
https://di-test.sent.itl.waw.pl/10000000-0001-1001-0001-0000000000001
https://di-test.sent.itl.waw.pl/10000000-0001-1001-0001-0000000000001
https://di-test.sent.itl.waw.pl/10000000-0001-1001-0001-0000000000001
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 each subsequent one before 365 days have elapsed since the previous certificate 

was issued; 

2. using the current X.509 SSL / TLS client certificate to authenticate communication with 

the SENT GEO data interface. 

 

The first X.509 SSL / TLS client certificate is issued in response to sending a request to 

the SENT on PUESC to issue an X.509 SSL / TLS client certificate request in the content 

of the SENT 460 message via one of two available forms of communication: 

1. XML document; 

2. the registration form for the ZSL service completed on the SENT service page on the 

PUESC portal (puesc.gov.pl). 

 

Another certificate can be obtained by sending to SENT on PUESC a request to issue an 

X.509 SSL / TLS client certificate in the content of the SENT 463 message via one of two 

available forms of communication: 

1. XML document; 

2. the ZSL service data update form completed on the SENT service page on the PUESC 

portal (puesc.gov.pl).. 

 

The X.509 SSL / TLS client certificate used for ZSL authentication during communication 

with the SENT GEO data interface is the first of the certificates returned by SENT to 

PUESC in response to sending the above-mentioned SENT 460 or SENT 463 messages or 

the above-mentioned forms. Each of the returned certificates begins with the line "----- 

BEGIN CERTIFICATE -----" and ends with the line "----- END CERTIFICATE -----". 

 

The X.509 SSL / TLS client certificate expiration date can be viewed using the free 

OpenSSL toolkit using the following command: 

 

openssl x509 -inform PEM -enddate –noout –in file_with_customer_certificate_x509.pem 

 

where: 

 

• file_with_certificate_klienta_x509.pem - is an example of a file containing the X.509 

SSL / TLS client certificate issued by PUESC. 

 

An example of the answer to the above command is given below: 

 

notAfter = Sep 30 08:30:58 2020 GMT 

 

where: 

• notAfter - the label of the "no later" field from the X.509 certificate, which contains the 

certificate's expiry date, after which it should neither be used nor trusted; 
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• Sep - three letter abbreviation of the month name, in this case it is abbreviation September, 

or September; 

• 30 - day; 

• 08:30:58 - hour, minute and second; 

• 2020 - year; 

• GMT - three letter abbreviation of the time zone name, time zone designation, in this case 

it is an abbreviation of Greenwich Mean Time, which means that to get the time for the 

Europe / Warsaw time zone, add 2 hours for the daylight saving time and one one hour for 

winter time. 

16 Tests 

If the Carrier sending data to the SENT GEO system via the ZSL or the ZSL Operator want to 

test whether their data is correctly transmitted and stored in the SENT GEO TEST database, 

they can: 

 

 Register as entities on the TEST PUESC portal (test.puesc.gov.pl), both the Carrier 

and the ZSL Operator, 

 Register the ZSL service - only ZSL Operator. 

 Register your test recorders: 

o Carrier, 

o ZSL Operator. 

 Send location data to SENT GEO TEST, 

o from the Carrier's locators, 

o from the ZSL Operator locators. 

 Verify: 

o in ZSL logs, does the response returned when transferring data to the JSON 

REST interface contain confirmation of correct data reception or information 

about the lack of non-compliance of transmitted data with the JSON scheme - 

only the ZSL Operator, 

o with the use of SENT 406 on the PUESC TEST, or the last saved in the SENT 

GEO TEST location of the locator corresponds to the transmitted data or not - 

Carrier for its locators, ZSL Operator for its locators, 

o with the use of the Mobile Driver’s Application SENT GEO TEST, whether the 

last location stored in the SENT GEO TEST corresponds to the transmitted data 

or not - Carrier for its locators, ZSL Operator for its locators. 

 

In the case of the production system SENT GEO, ZSL Operator may inspect logs, and the 

Carrier may use SENT 406 on the PUESC portal (puesc.gov.pl) and the Mobile Driver’s 

Application SENT GEO in the production edition. 
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17 Contact 

For help, please contact the HelpDesk via the following link: 

 

https://puesc.gov.pl/web/puesc/helpdesk-sc  or e-mail: helpdesk-eclo@mf.gov.pl 
 

18 Good advice 

In order to avoid the most common errors, it is recommended to: 

 

 Validating the values of attributes included in a single data sample (a single JSON 

object) before it is added to the sample package (JSON table) so as to eliminate 

samples whose attributes do not meet the limits of the values given in the JSON 

scheme (eg samples from outside Poland) . Validation can be carried out in several 

ways: 

o using the currently valid JSON schema, after encapsulating a single JSON 

object in the JSON table, 

o using a slice of the currently valid JSON schema that applies to a single 

package, 

o using programmatically supported validation of individual data in terms of 

their compliance with the rules defined in the JSON scheme. 

 elimination of samples containing the location (latitude and longitude) of vehicles 

from non-defined Polish territory in the JSON scheme; 

 specifying in vehicles the speed of vehicle movement expressed in meters per second 

([m / s]), instead of incorrectly specifying the speed in km / h. 

 

19 Interface for downloading the last location by ZSL operators 

The interface for downloading the last location by ZSL operators has been made available only 

for production data. 

 

In communication with the interface, use only TLSv1.2 secured HTTPS protocol. 

The interface will be available at the address consistent with the pattern: 

 

https://di-status.sent.itl.waw.pl:<port>/<path>/<zsl> 

 

where: 

<port>: is compatible with the port specified in the SENT-GEO service URL dedicated to 

communication with the ZSL service, 

https://puesc.gov.pl/web/puesc/helpdesk-sc
mailto:helpdesk-eclo@mf.gov.pl
https://di-status.sent.itl.waw.pl:%3cport%3e/%3cpath%3e/%3czsl
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<path>: is compatible with the path specified in the URL of the SENT-GEO service dedicated 

to communication with the ZSL service, 

<zsl>: is the ZSL service number. 

 

For example, for the operator ZSL-XXXX-0 using the data interface: 

 

https://di.sent.itl.waw.pl:6666/abcdefgh-ijklmnop-rstuwxyz 

 

the interface to verify the data transferred will be: 

 

https://di-status.sent.itl.waw.pl:6666/abcdefgh-ijklmnop-rstuwxyz/ZSL-XXXX-0 

 

Access to the interface is possible only with the use of the current certificate (the last one 

obtained on the occasion of the creation or update of the ZSL operator data) and from the 

declared IP addresses. 

 

The query may be performed no more frequently than once per hour + - 1 minute (tolerance 

introduced mainly due to time synchronization). In the case of more frequent queries, an 

HTTP 429 error will be returned (example content further), and the time after which another 

query can be made will be extended by one minute. If the carrier changes the list of registered 

GPS devices related to the given ZSL service, it is possible to interrogate the interface after 5 

minutes from the last poll. 

 

In the case of a positive answer, JSON is returned in which: 

• the devices object contains a list of objects, where the key is the technical identifier of the 

device, and the value of the object containing the sample time (tsp), length (lon), width (years), 

as well as the time of receiving the sample (recv); if there is no data for a given GPS device, 

these 4 variables are not returned, 

• the next object contains the time in milliseconds in UTC, when the next query to the interface 

can take place. 

 

Example of the correct answer: 
{ 
 "next": 1552551621771000, 
 "devices": { 
  "dev-1": {}, 
  "dev-2": {}, 
  "dev-3": { 
   "tsp": 1552351029000000, 
   "recv": 1552351029000000, 
   "lon": 21.123456, 
   "lat": 52.123456 
  }, 
  "dev-4": { 

https://di.sent.itl.waw.pl:6666/abcdefgh-ijklmnop-rstuwxyz
https://di-status.sent.itl.waw.pl:6666/abcdefgh-ijklmnop-rstuwxyz/ZSL-XXXX-0
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   "tsp": 1552551533000000, 
   "recv": 1552551535000000, 
   "lon": 20.654321, 
   "lat": 50.654321 
  } 
 } 
} 
 

In the case of too frequent polling, an HTTP 429 error will be returned in JSON format, in 

which: 

• the result object has the value "error", 

• the next object contains the time in milliseconds in UTC, when the next query to the 

interface may take place, 

• the error object contains an error message and an error code (429). 

 

Example of HTTP 429 error: 

{ 

"result": "error", 

"next": 1552552265475000, 

"error": { 

"msg": "To many request.", 

"code": 429 

} 

} 

 

Possible error codes together with descriptions that may occur can be found in Table 6. 

 
Table 6. List of errors 

Error code Cause 

HTTP 429 with JSON Too frequent polling. Example above the table. 

HTTP 429 without JSON Too many connections from one IP address (more than 6 queries per 
minute). 

HTTP 400 without JSON An invalid HTTPS message has been sent. 

HTTP 405 without JSON A different HTTP method was used than GET. 

HTTP 503 without JSON Technical break. 

HTTP 500 without JSON An error occurred in the operation of the service. 

HTTP 404 without JSON Use the interface address that does not match the pattern, or use 
the address in which <path> or <zsl> has unrecognized syntax. 

HTTP 401 without JSON Authorization error caused by using a certificate other than that 
received in message 461. 

HTTP 401 code = 401.3 The address uses an unregistered <path> value, please correct the 
address used. 
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HTTP 401 code = 401.4 The address uses the <path> value registered for a different port 
than the one specified in <port>, please correct the address used. 

HTTP 401 code = 401.5 The address uses the <path> value registered for another ZSL 
operator than specified in <zsl>, the address used should be 
corrected. An example below the table. 

HTTP 401 code = 401.6 The serial number of the certificate does not match the certificate 
registered for this address, use the last certificate received. 

HTTP 401 code = 401.7 The fingerprint of the certificate does not match the certificate 
registered for this address, use the last certificate received. 

HTTP 401 code = 401.8 Communication with the interface took place from an unregistered IP 
address, the list of addresses for the interface should be completed 
with the help of the SENT_463 message. 

 
 

Example of error: 
{ 
 "result": "error", 
 "error": { 
 "msg": "Access denied to Endpoint abcdefgh-ijklmnop-rstuwxyz for ZSL with id ZSL-XXXX", 
  "code": "401.5" 
 } 
} 


